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The aim of this paper is to give a result similar to the following result of 
Gelfand and Graev [ 11: Let U be a maximal unipotent subgroup of a finite 
Chevalley group G. For each nondegenerate x, the induced representation 
IndgX is multiplicity-free. In part I we shall prove a theorem of that kind 
for Gsp(2n, k), and in Part II for O(n, k). These theorems were conjectured 
and given to me by I. Piatetski Shapiro. 
I 
In Part I we shall consider the following conditions: 
Let Q be a parabolic subgroup of GSp(2n, k) which preserves a one- 
dimensional subspace of k*“, Q = MU the Levi decomposition. Let Mi be 
the centralizer in M of the center of U. Let D = M, U. U is isomorphic to 
the Heisenberg group of order 2n -2 and M, is isomorphic to 
sp(2n - 2, k) x k*. We look at the Weil representation of D. In Section 3, 
we prove that the induced representation of the Weil repremsentation is 
multiplicity-free. 
1. DEFINITION OF D 
Let k be a finite field. Char(k) # 2. 
Let T = T, be the n x n matrix 
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1 
1 
t. 1. 1 . . 1 
Let J= JZn be the 2n x 2n matrix written in blocks by ( OT ,‘). 
Let G = GSp(2n, k) = {g E GL(2n, k) 1 3A(g) E k* s.t. ‘gJg = l(g) J}. 
Let ei, i= l,..., 2n be the standard basis in k*“. 
Denote by ( , ) the antisymmetric form induced by J. 
Let E= Span{e,,..., eznP ,}. 
Let Q= {geG 1 g(Span{e,})=Span{e,}}. 
Let M= {gEQ 1 gE=E, g(Span{e,,})=Span{e2,}}. 
Let U= {gEQ 1 VeEE 3 some aEk:g(e)=e+ae,, g(e,)=e,}. 
Q = MU is the Levi decomposition of Q. 
A4 preserves Spn {e,}, E and Span{e,,}, MC G so 
gEGSp(2n-2,k),a,BEk*,a./?=A(g) . 
i 
Furthermore, A4 2: GSp(2n - 2, k) x k*. 
U preserves {e,}, Span{e,} + E, and acts trivially on Emod Span{e,}. 
U c G so U is unipotent and U actually equals 
z - 
Y,-I 
YI 
--X,-l 
-x1 
1 
xi, y,,zEk) . 
I 
Furthermore, U N Heisenberg group of order 2n - 2 = kZ” ~ 2 x k, by 
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1 X1”‘Xn-lyl”‘yn-l z 
Y,-I 
Yl 
Z 2n-2 -X,-1 
-x1 
1 
In short, we shall denote the elements of U by the classical Heisenberg 
notations (X y z). Note that MU = UA4 and the elements of Q are of the 
form - 
a ax,...ax,-, w ***cry,-, 
g g 
az 
Y,-I 
Yl 
--X,-l 
-X1 
B 
where g E GSp(2n - 2, k), aB = A(g). 
Let M,= {WZEMI mu=um VU=(OCJZ)EZ(U)}. Then 
M,={mEMIcc=/?}= ,aEk*,geSp(2n-2,k) 
Define D = Ml l-J. 
2. DEFINITION OF THE WEIL REPRESENTATION OF D 
Let X be the following subgroup of U: 
x= {(_xOz)}. 
Let I,+ be a nontrivial additive character of k. Extend it to X by 
t,k(xCjz)=$(z). Let (CO@, V) be the induced representation Indj: +. By the 
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definition of the induced representation and the multiplication laws in U 
we can assume that V= {j k”- ’ + C} and U acts as follows: 
Since M, N k* x Sp(2n - 2, k), the Weil representation w3 of 
Sp(2n -2, k) induces the Weil representation of M, in I/ (See 
[3, Theorem 2.41). We take the following generators for M,, written in 
blocks: 
f1 Ts’ Ip_, \ySEM(n-l,k), T,P,‘ST,P,=S 
\ 1’ 
and 
/1 
T n-, ‘A-‘T,,-, 
! 
1 
0 Tn-, 
-T,-, 0 
AeGL(n-l,k) 
1 1 
% 
T,-, ‘A-‘T,-, 
A 
f(p) =fC_wA 1 
1 
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w,(aZ) < ~(a). Z for some muliplicative character q of k*. The definitions of
O+ on U and M, are compatible with the multiplication in D, so the 
equations glue to a representation f D [3], which we will denote also by 
@J-Q, 0 
oti is irreducible since its restriction to U is irreducible. We shall use the 
sign I+ as a representation fU, Sp(2n - 2, k), M,, D and there will be no 
confusion. 
3. THE MAIN THEOREM 
THEOREM I. Z? = Indg CO+ is multiplicity-free. 
Proof To prove the statement, it is enough to prove that the Schur 
Algebra is commutative. The Schur Algebra is isomorphic to the algebra A, 
A = (K: G+End,(V) I K(6,g6,)=o,(Gl)K(g)o,(6,) 
‘i’geG,V61,62eD} 
K,*&(g)= 2 K1k-l) J&(x). 
XEG 
So, we shall show that the ring structure of A is commutative. To do this, 
we shall use a method of Gelfand, first used in [l]. 
We shall introduce an involution r on A, r: A + A, z(ab) = t(b) r(u), and 
prove that it is actually the identity. This will show that A is commutative. 
To start, we shall introduce the following function on G: ‘g = h ‘gh, 
where h is the following element of G: 
h= T2,,= 
h satisfies ‘hJh = -J, ‘h = h, h W’ = h, so ‘gE G, ‘(‘g)=g and 
‘(gi . g2) = ?gg2. rg, and r is an involution. 
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We need to show that T fixes D and fixes Z(U) elementwise. In fact, 
‘(~yz)=(-_xyz) 
1 
Tze-2 kTzn-2 3 
1 
which is in M, since g, and Tzn _ 2 E S,(2n - 2, k), ‘(al) = al. 
‘(QQz)=(QQz), so ‘6=6 V6EZ(U). 
Since COG is irreducible [2], there exists a basis of V such that the trans- 
pose, ‘K, with respect o this basis satisfies t(~+(B)) = oJ6) V6 E D. 
Define an involution on A, z: A + A as follows: ‘K(g) = ‘K(‘g). ‘KE A 
since 
‘K(6, gW = ‘KT(~I gb) 
= ‘K(‘d,‘g’6,) 
= ‘(w&b) Kg) q(W) 
= ‘~~(~t3,) ‘K(‘g) ?0+(~6~) 
= wti(61) ‘K(g) qA). 
‘(‘K) = K since 
‘(‘K)(g) = ‘((‘K)(k)) 
= ‘(,K’( ‘g)) 
= K(g). 
‘(K, * K2) = rK, * ‘K, since 
‘(K, * K,)(g) = ‘(W, * KA’g)) 
= ‘WI * fW ‘gh)) 
= t 1 K,(h ‘ghx-‘) K2(x) 
> 
substitute h ‘x- ’ ‘gh for x we get 
= t 
( 
c K,(h ‘ghh-’ tg-’ ‘xh) K,(h ‘x-’ ‘gh) 
> 
=t c K,(h ‘xh) K,(h(gx-‘) ‘h) 
> 
= 1 ‘K ‘(gx)) ‘W,( ‘xl) 
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=c ‘K*(gx-1) ‘K,(x) 
= ‘K, * ‘K,(g). 
The rest of the section is devoted to the proof of ‘K = K. This will finish the 
proof of the theorem. 
LEMMA. There is the set of disjoint representatives of the double cosets 
D 1 GfD written in blocks as follows: 
Proof of the Lemma. We shall look first for disjoint representatives of
Q \ G/Q. Consider p*” - ’ = p(k2”). Denote its elements by I(x). G acts from 
the left ransitively on p2”-i as follows: g(l(x) = /(g(x)). Q is the stabilizer 
of I(e,). So by gQ+l(g.e,), G/Q2:pzn-‘. 
Q acts on p*“- ’ as follows: 4(1(x)) = /(q(x)). There are three orbits of 
P *“-I under Q: 
1. {4el)l. 
2. {I(e) IeESpan{e,,..., e2n+l} -Span{e,}}. 
3. {I(e) Ie$SPan{el,..., e2n-1)). 
These are, indeed, three orbits: 
1. The first set is a one element orbit since q(l(e,)) = I(q(e,)) = Z(e,). 
2. The second set of lines is the full orbit of I(e,+ ,). In fact, it 
includes the orbit of I(e,+ 1), b ecause Q preserves Span { e, } and 
(Span{e,})’ which equals Span{e,,...,e,,-,}. In order to show that it is 
the full orbit, we have to find for each eE Span{e,,..., e2n- i} - Span{e,}, 
qEQ such that qen+l=e. 
Let e = ‘(x, ..., x2-, , 0), then 
I 0 ‘.. 0 Xl 0 ... 
g g 
0 
0 
0 
-X1 
0 
0 
B 
Xl 
X, 
X II+1 
X*n- 
0 
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for gESp(2n-2,k) such that g. ‘(0 ,..., 0, l+‘,..., 0)= ‘(x2 ,..., x2+,) and 
b = l(g). Such g exist since (x2 ,..., xzn- i) # 0. 
3. The last set of lines is the full orbit of I(e,,). In fact, 
q.e,$Span{e,,..., e ZnP i }, because Q preserves the last subspace, and to 
each e$ Span{e, ,..., e2nP,}, e= t(~l ,..., x2,,), x2,, #O, then 
Every line in p 2n-’ is in one of the three sets, so there are exactly three 
orbits. 
The isomorphism G/Q 2: p 2nP1 induces a left action of Q on G/Q whose 
orbits are Q(G/Q) = Q\G/Q. The orbit of Z(e) corresponds to the double 
class of a g E G such that g(e,) = e. In particular, the orbits of I(e,), I(e, +i) 
and [(e,,) correspond to 
1. I. 
2. K=(i -2). 
3. -J= (;” -2). 
We shall now look for representatives for M,\ M and M/M,, 
where 
4g) W)=~=~‘, qg”)=Bi=a2. a 
so (ml ,Lck*~ (’ .,Lk* are two sets of left representatives for M, . The same 
sets are sets of right representatives. 
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Now, D = M, U = UM, , Q = MU = UM, so there is the following set of 
representatives for D \ G/D: 
Multiplying, we get the representatives 
We shall now prove that for all KE A and each representative q, 
‘K(q) = K(q). Then we get the same result for any g E G, g = 6, q6,, 
‘K(g) = q(W ‘K(rl) ~&h) = WV K(v) me = K(g) = K(g). 
The method used will be the following: For each q we shall look for 
D, = qDv- ’ n D. Then we shall ook at the expressions of the kind qd= dq 
for, d, d’ E D (such d, d’ are in D,), and we shall find conditions on K(q) 
implied by those equations. 
For v=(~,$ i), cc#l, we use only one equation tw get K(q) 3 0. For 
v = Z, we get D, = D. For other two types, the situation is somehow more 
difficult. For 4 = (,9, Ol$) we get K(q) r0 unless n = 2, a = ti. There K(q) 
vanishes on a subspace of codim 2. For r] the third type of representation 
we get that K(q) is an automorphism. 
(1.1) q=(=$ $cc#l, auk*. Let zEk* such that +(z((cc- l)/~))# 1. 
Such z will give us +(z) # $(~/a) as follows: 
We shall use that z in the equation 
SO 
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K(V)W$ 00~ 
( 1 
= qb(O 0 z) ml VKEA 
o&l 0 z) = be). 1, 
SO 
*(-> 
’ .K(rl)=ll/(z).K(rl) VKEA. CI 
Remembering that q(z) # ll/(z/~) we get 
K(v) = 0 VKE A. 
In particular, ‘K(q) = K(q). 
(1.2) q=Z=Z*,. 6Z= 16 VS E D. Therefore am K(Z) = K(Z) ~~(6) 
V6 E D VKE A. By the Schur lemma K(Z) = C,Z,. So ‘K(Z) = ‘(K(‘Z)) =
‘(K(Z))= ‘(C,.Z,)= CKZY= K(Z). So ‘K(q)= K(v). 
(2) s=(,, O %$). We shall deal separately with the cases n = 2 and n >, 3. 
n = 2. D,, then equals 
Ii 
1x0 z 
010 0 
0 c 1 --x 
000 1 
We actually need only the next equation. 
. 
Substituting alternatively x = 0 and c = 0 and using the shorter Heisenberg 
notations, we get 
(ii) K(q) os(x, 0,O) = o+( -x7 O,O) K(V). 
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In this case the space of representation isactually 
v= {j-l _r-+ C}, Y=k. 
K(q) is determined by its values on a basis of I’. Take the following basis 
(4 I t% 6t(s)=6w 
From the action of oJI we get that o+(O 0 z)f= $(z)f, 
Applying (i) on 6, we get $(clc) K(q) 6, = $(ct*/2) K(q) 6,. Therefore, 
Vt, t* #2a. 
2a # Square. Then 
K(q)&=0 Vd,, VKfzA* 
K(q) = 0 = ‘K(q) 
= K(v) = ‘WI). 
2a = Square. 2a = tfj. 
Q&G 0, O)f(s) = $( -2xs)fb) 
0$(X, 0,O) 6, = 2$( -2xt) 6,. 
Applying (ii) on 6, in s E k we get 
W(rl)(l(/(-2xt) 6,))(s) = WX~)(J4?) d,)(s) 
II/( -2xtwm) d,)(s) = WXS)W(?) d,)(s). 
Therefore, Vs # -t, K(q) 6,(s) = 0. So K(q) 6, = aK,,b -,. Therefore, VKE A: 
K(1) 6, = 0 Vt# *to 
K(v) 6to=aK,16-to 
WI) S-to=aK,28r07 
Let KEA. Put K, = K- ‘K. We want to show that K,(q) = 0. We shall 
prove the following lemma, and the proof for n = 2 will thus follow. 
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LEMMA. Let KE A such that 
wl)~,=O Vt # t, 
K(v)~,=al~-,, 
K(v) J-to=a2bro. 
Assume that ‘K = -K. Then K(q) = 0. 
ProojI VGE End( V), dim V= k there exists an F: U -+ C with the 
property F(zu) = $(z-‘) F(u) Vz E Z(u). G(v) = &.Cuj,u F(u) w+(u) u. 
(Because different F’s determine different G’s and dim { F’s} = dim( End V).) 
If K(q) is determined by F then ‘K(q) is determined by ‘F: ‘F(u) = F(k), 
and -K by -F. In fact, ‘K(q) = ‘K(‘q) = ‘(K(q)) since ‘yl = q, 
t ‘K(q) = ‘W(?)) = ( c Z(W\U F(ub,(u)) 
= 1 F(u)q,W 
Z(U)\ u
= 1 F(‘ub&) 
Z(U)\U 
= 1 ‘F(u) qdu) 
Z(U)\U 
= z,&u (-O(u) q(u). 
By the conditions of the lemma ‘K(q) = -K(q), so ‘F= -F. 
K(q)(u) = c F(x, Y, 0) qb-, Y, 0) 0. 
X.Y E k 
Since (x, y, 0) = (0, y, 0)(x, 0, O)(O, 0, xv), 
K(u) = c F(x, Y, 0) ~~(0, Y, 0) q,'(x, (40) 0 JO, 0, XY), 
.w E k 
~~,(O,Y, O)f(w)=f(w+.Y). sow,(O,y, 0)6,=6,-,. 
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Substituting 6, for v in K(q)(v), we get 
K(?)(d,) = c m Y, 0) t4-2xt) NV) L, 
X.Y E k 
K(rl)(~,Ns) = 1 m YY 0) $(-2xt) WV) h,(s) 
X,Y Ek 
= 1 F(x,t-s,O)$(-2xt)Il/(x(t-s)). 
xEk 
We know the action of K(q) on 6, so we get 
1 F(x, -2t,,O)=a, 
xek 
We shall show that a, = a2 = 0: 
= 1 -F(x, 21,,0) 
xek 
= x;k W, %, 0) 
= a, 
*a, =o. 
So u1 = 0. In the same way u2 = 0. So K(q) = 0. 1 
Now, KE A, ‘KE A so K, E A and therefore satisfies the first condition of 
the lemma. ‘K, = -K,, so b the lemma K,(q) = 0. Therefore, ‘K(q) = K(q). 
n 3 3. For n > 3 we get that K(q) is simply 0, VKE A, which is not true, 
in general, for n = 2. 
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We do not need to find the whole of D,, it is enough to consider the 
following relation: 
‘1’ 
(ii) 
0 a-‘y 0 
a-‘y 
0 1, 
0 
0 a-'y0 
a-‘y 
0 
0 
1 
. K(q). 
Let 6 1 if and 0 I ,,,..,,. -,E v be the function 6, ,,..., t,_ (wl ,..., w,-~)= wi=ti 
otherwise 16, ,.... , -,I .IS a b asis for V. We shall show that K(q)(d ,,,..., In- ) = 0 
Vt, ,..., t - 1. From the action of Sp(2n - 2, k) on V we get: 
0 
1. WI) ( 1” > 6, zz I,..., r  , 
n 
II. qL(o, 0, z)f= Il/(z).f 
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From the first relation we get for 6, ,,..,, 1,-
$(:ztl . t,- 1) K(?)(Jt ,,..., I,- ) = ICl(nz) K(v)(6t ,..... In-J. 
2, . t, - 1 # 2c?. 
K(t1)(6, , ..., In- ) = 0. 
t, . tn- 1 = 2~. Substituting 6, ,,..., I,min the second relation with y # 0 and 
arbitrary w1 ,..., w _ , , 
(K(rl) 6,I,..., ln-2.,,_, -,)h..., wn- 1) = 4Q(*)(K(rl) 6, I,.... t -,)(w, P...Y wn- 1) 
fl *(Ll -~)f2a*K(r1)(6,, .__, “- - .)=O. 
t,+(*)#O and, therefore, K(q)(6, ,...,, nm,)(w,,..., w,-,)=O. wI,..., w -, are 
arbitrary so K(u)(d ,,,..., +, I= 0. 
(3) v=(;n .?I. 
We want to show ‘K(q) = K(q), but ‘K(q) = ‘(K(‘(q)) = ‘K(q). So we need 
to show ‘K(r/)=K(u). 
Let m E Sp(2n - 2, k) denote mq = on- ,myI;! 1. Then m” E Sp(2n - 2, k) 
and, therefore, 
So M,cD and 
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We want to find under what assumptions u+ ) MI and wJ, 1 M, are equivalent. 
I(v]) = - tl, so on Sp(2n - 2, k) 02 and w$(_, ) are equivalent with the 
equivalence operator 0J TnomI -2-l). In fact, 
0 
-aZn, 1 
=vn-1. 
- a # Square. wGCPor. ) is not equivalent to w+ as representatios of 
Sp(2n - 2, k) [3, 2.4, d]. So o+, IM, and o$ I,,,, are not equivalent, and 
therefore, K(q) = 0, VKE A. In particular, ‘K(q) = K(q). 
-a=Square=ti. O~~-~. ) is equtvalent to wi as representations of 
Sp(2n - 2, k) with 
% 
( 
t&‘z”-l 0 
0 t,L-1 > 
as an equivalence operator. In fact, 
( 
I n-1 0 
> ( 
= f,‘Ll 0 tozn-I 0 
0 -al,- 1 0 toL 1 I( 0 ) tozn-l . 
The multiplication of the two operators gives 
( 
0 -toTn-1 
9 t;lT,-, > 0 . 
As a representation of Sp(2n - 2, k), w+ has two irreducible components 
0; and o; (see [33). So by Schur lemma, and using the M, notations, 
- 
&IT,,-1 
t,‘T,-, 
toT,,-1 
-toTeI 
\ 
But the involution r fixes 
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i’ *,lT”p, -toT,-l ). 
so ‘K(q) = K(q). 
II 
Part II of this paper deals with the following situation: 
Let k be a finite field. We take the algebraic group G = O(n, k), n 3 6. Let 
O(n, k) act on V; the appropriate symmetric form is denoted by ( , ). In 
O(n, k) we look at Q a parabolic subgroup which preserves a one-dimen- 
sional subspace. Q has a Levi decomposition. Q = MU, U is isomorphic as 
groups to L, an n - 2 dimensional subvector space. Fix + a non-trivial 
additive character of k. Fix t E L. We have a character of U: x(u) = +(u, t)) 
(u regarded as an element of L). Let M, c A4 be the connected component 
of the subgroup that stabilizes x. Take D = M, U. Extend x to D by the 
identity or by det. We consider IndgX and its irreducible subrepresen- 
tations. Unlike the representation we consider in Part I, this representation 
is not always multiplicity-free, but “almost” multiplicity-free. 
We shall start by presenting the groups G and D. 
Let k be a finite field char(k) # 2. Let T= T, be the n x n matrix 
1 ( 4 . . 1 
Let G = O(n, k) = {g 1 GL(n, k), ‘gTg = T}. Let ei, i= 1, n, be the standard 
basis in k” written in columns. Denote by ( , ) the symmetric form induced 
by T. e, , e, are isotropic vectors. Let Q be the subgroup that stabilizes e, 
up to scalar, i.e., Q= {geG 1 g(Span(e,})=Span{e,}}. Let U= 
{see I g(el)=e,, VeEL g(e)=e+ae, for some aek}. Q=MU is a Levi 
decomposition of Q. In fact 
M= $9’” - 
and 
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1 X,-, *.. x* x2 Z z 
x2 
. .  i X,-l 1 
As groups M- O(L) x k* and UN L by 
n-2 
z= c X;X”+l-; 
i=2 
fO\ 
x2 
u-+ 
1 !  1. 
X,-l 
We identify 
\ 0 / 
453 
and call the last vector _u. For every m in M we have mUme ’ = U. If 
m 
m= 
i 1 
n 
X 
-1 
and u --) _u under the above correspondence then mum ~’ + XT@). 
Fix II/: k+ + C*. 1(1# 1. Fix t E L such that (t, t) # 0. Let u -+ (u, t) be a 
k-linear form on L. Let x: U + C* be x(u)=ll/((u, 2)). Let us look at 
St,(M) = {m EM 1 X(mum -‘) = x(u) VU E U>. To describe it more explicitly 
we have to go back to the isomorphism between U and L. Recall that for 
a 
m= t I n 9 mum-’ -+ an@). a -1 
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Since ( , ) is nondegenerate and II/ is non-trivial we must have 
St,(M)= ~rneMlrn= ta n a-l j,n(l)=al/. 
Since n E O(L), a must be f 1. Let M, be the connected component of 
St,(M). Then 
n E O(L), n(t) = t 
i 
= Stab,(,,( t). 
We consider the following representations of D: X&U) = x(u), 
pi = det rn. x(u). de D is of the form mu in a unique form and thus xi 
are well defined. Moreover: If de D is of the form urn then 
Xi(um)=X(u).detm because um=umu-‘u and umu-‘EM of the same 
determinant as m. 
We are interested in IndEXi. A representation is multiplicity-free if and 
only if the Schur Algebra is commutative. For the induced representation 
the Schur Algebra is isomorphic to the algebra A: 
K, * &k) = c 4(&w’) &(x). 
XOG 
It is clear that if A admits an involution r: A + A (i.e., z or = Id, 
r(K, * K2) = r(K2) t(K,)) which can be proven to be trivial then A is com- 
mutative. This is the method we used in Part I. Here, we introduce an 
involution and prove that it is “almost always” trivial. Thus we get that 
Indg xi is “almost” multiplicity-free. 
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Let GO(n) satisfy E(t) = - t and d I<,>+ = Id. Since t E L we can write 
1 
a= 
i i 
a . 
1 
We regarded elements of L as (n-2)-vectors and thus we can assume 
CLE O(L), a* = Id, det a = - 1. We take the following involution on G, 
‘g = dg- ‘ti. It induces the following involution on A: ‘K(g) = K( ‘g). We 
omit the proof that r is an involution because we have a similar proof in 
Part I. r: A + A is trivial if ‘K-K for every K in A. It is easy to see that 
‘K = K if and only if ‘K(g) = K(g) for a set of representatives of D \ G/D. So 
we shall choose a set of representatives for D\G/D and prove that K= ‘K 
on “almost all’ of them. 
PROPOSITION 1. Then are three types of representatives for the double 
coset of D\G/D: (I) m, (II) mq2mt, (III) mq,m’, where 
;.[ 1zn&4l j, %=(lzn-l ‘i. 
mEM1\M and m’EA4/MI. 
Proof. We shall first look for a set of representatives for Q \ G/Q. G acts 
transitively on X= (u E k” 1 (u, u = 0} (as a consequence of Witt’s theorem). 
This induces an action of G and Q P’(X). G acts on P’(X) transitively and 
Q is then the stabilizer of the line of e,. Thus P’(X). G acts on P’(X) 
N G/Q. Q does not act transitively on P’(X), and there are three orbits of 
this actions: (I) line of e,, (11) {v I (v, el) = 0, v# (el)>, 
(III) (u 1 (u, e,) =O}. Since P’(X) is isomorphic to G/Q these orbits are in 
l-l correspondence with Q\G/Q. So we have the following three represen- 
tatives for Q\G/Q: (I) Z,, (II) q2, (III) r13, where 
v2= 
4X1/107:2-I, 
) and v~=(~ L2 ‘). 
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A set of representatives for D\G/D can be written in terms of the above 
three matrices and the chosen representatives for M,\M and M/M,. Let us 
takegEG.g=qrliq’fori=1or2or3,q,q’EQ.Q=MU=UMsoq=up, 
q’ = p’u’ for u, u’ E U and p, p’ E M. Now p = m 1 m, p’ = m’m; for m E M ,\ M 
and m’EM/Mlml, rn; E Ml, and we have q = um,mtlim’m;u’ where urn,, 
m’u’ED. So {mqim’}, i= 1,2, 3,rn~M,\M and m’EM/MI, is a set of 
representatives for D\G/D. 1 
Each m E M is of the form 
X 
m= 
i i 
n for n E O(L), 
X-l 
L = Span{e,,..., e, _ i } and x E k*. We write 
1 
and f= . . 
. 1. 
1 
X -1 
So m = C? = 5% We shall use this form in the forthcoming calculation. The 
following proposition states that K = ‘K for “almost all” the represen- 
tatives. 
PROPOSITION 2. K equals ‘K on representatives of type I, type III and 
representatioes of type IIa for which 
m (’ n xJ 9 mt=( xf*’ x,p,) 
and ((xn+x’-‘n’~‘)e,,t)#Oor ((xn+x’n’-‘)e,-,,t)#O. 
Proof: Type I, g = m. 
Typela, g=m, m# fZ. 
For each u E Urn - ‘urn E U. Since ( , ) is nondegenerate and X is non- 
trivial, there exist u E U such that x(u) # x(rn- ‘urn). Let KE A. Then 
x(u) K(m) = K(um) = K(mm-‘urn) = K(m) X(m-‘urn). So K(m) must 
vanish. This is true for every K and thus ‘K(m) = K(m). 
Type Ib, g = + I. 
‘g=Eg&-‘=g * ‘K(g) = K(g). 
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Type IIa, g = rnq z m’, 
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-=ix n J, m’=(” n’ J 
and (xn+x ‘-‘n’--l)e2, t)#O or ((xn+x’-‘n’-‘)e,-,, t>#O. 
Without loss of generality we assume that {(xn + x’ - ‘n’ - ‘) e2, t ) # 0. 
1+5 is nontrivial so there is y in k such that $((xn+x’-W’) ye,, t))# 1. 
So Il/((xnye2, t>)#$((x’-ln’-‘(-y) e2, t). 
Under the correspondence L -+ U, we have 
ye2 +-+ 
1 0 e.* 0 y 0 
Y 
0 
0 
1 
= WY), 
xn(ye2)crmu(y)m-’ and x’-ln’-l(-ye,)++m’-‘u(y)m’. So we have 
X(mu(y)m-‘)#X(m’-‘u(y)m’). We also have t/2u(--y)=u(y)qz. So 
x(m4y) m-l) K(g)=xbW) me’> K(mwO 
= K(mu(y) ff2m’) 
= Khv,u(-y) m’) 
= K(mq,m’m’-‘u( -y) m’) 
= K(mq,m’) X(m’+‘u( -y) m’) 
= K(g) x(m ‘-‘u( -y)) m’). 
Since X(mu(y)m-‘)#X(m’-‘u(-y)m’) we get K(g)=O. Thus K(g)= 
‘K(g) for every KE A. 
Type III, g = mq3m’. 
We shall first prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA. (mt,t)=(m’t,t)m,m’~M~m’=m,mm~form,,m~~M,. 
Proof. mt and m’t E L since t E L and m’, m E M ( = O(L)). So we 
can put: mt=ult+x,, m’t=a*t+x,, (xl, t)=(xz, t)=O, x,,x*EL, 
W, 2) = al, (m’t, t) = a, = cil = u2, (mt, ml) = 44 t) + (x1,x1), 
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(m’t, m’t) = c+t, t) f (x,, x2) = (x,, xi) = (x,, x2). M, is transitive on 
{MEL, (y,y)=c, (y, t)=O} *there exist m,EMl such that m,(x,)=x,. 
Look at m,(mt): m,(mt)=m,(a,t+x,)=cr,t+x,=m’t. This implies 
that rn’-‘m,mt=t so m’~lm,m~M1+-m’~lm,m=(m~)~l, m’ = 
m,mm;. 1 
Continuation of Proof of Proposition 2. Let us take g = mq3m’. Each 
m E M is of the form 
for x E k and n E O(L), and thus q3M= A4qj. So g is in fact of the form mq, 
for some m E M. Recall that C(r) = -I, B 1 Crj+ = Id. ‘K(g) = K(C’gZ). Now 
E= (l a J, v3= (, z,-* l j? 
Z=( x Z,-, xplj , fi (’ n ,) for nEO(L). 
We have q3=qc1, q3u=aq3, q3.f=,F1q3, fiq,=q,fi, E.f=E, 
fi.f=i%. iig -18=&(rj3m)-’ ~=~m-‘E~,. As denoted before m = ii& 
so ~gigl~~~-ln”-l~-l~,cr~~-l~~lcr~-l~,~ Now ((a- ‘fi-‘B) t, t) = 
(C’(-t), -t)=(A(t), t). By the above lemma B~‘fi~‘B=m,Arn~ for some 
m,,m;EM,. So a”-1g~=m,iim~~;-1~,=mln”f-1r/3m~ because m, is of the 
form li and thus commutes with 2-l and q3. Since q3Z= Y1q3 we actually 
have B~‘gB=m,~,n”2m~. Now det (m,m;)=det(C’n”cr)det(A-‘)= 1. Let 
K be in A, K(E-‘g&) = K(m,q,n”Rm’,) = X(m,m;) K(q,E) = K(g). So 
‘K(g) = K(g) for every K in A. 1 
Thus for almost every representative of D\G/D, K(g) = ‘K(g). We can 
rephrase it and get the following: Result Indg Xi is almost multiplicity-free. 
For the other representatives we also have results concerning equality 
between K(g) and ‘K(g). The other g’s are g’s of type IIb, i.e., g = mq,m’, 
m= ( x n xpl), m’= tx’ n’ .,J 
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and((xn+x’-1n’~1)e,,t)=((xn+x’-1n’-1)e,_,,t)=O.Weshallcon- 
sider now such g’s For such g’s we will neither prove nor disprove 
K(g) = ‘K(g) for every K, but we found conditions on m and m’ to ensure 
that g and g’ are in the same double coset of D\G/D, i.e., ‘g = d, gd, with 
x( d, d2) = 1. This is clearly enough to have K(g) = ‘K(g), for every K in A. 
In fact if there exist K E A such that K(g) # 0 then this condition turns out 
to be a necessary condition to have K(g) = ‘K(g). Since for g’s of type IIb 
we do not have K(g) = 0 for every K, it is natural to look for conditions on 
such g’s to have g and ‘g in the same double coset. 
Next we shall state the theorem concerning elements of type IIb. For that 
purpose we remark that every element of O(e*,..., e,- Ir T) that stabilizes 
Span { e,} is of the form 
t 
r -r’_C,TC -Cl, Cl)/2 
0 C Cl 3 
0 0 r-l 1 
C, E Span(e,,..., e, _ *). We denote such an element by S(r, C, C, ). Such 
matrices satisfy S(r, C, _C,) S(r’, c’, _C;) = S(rr’, CC’, Cc’, + r’+‘_C1). So 
S(r, C, _C,)-’ = S(r-‘, -rC’_C,). 
We shall refer to C, as an n - 4 vector or as an n - 2 vector with zero 
2nd and (n - 1)st coordinate, as necessary. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let g be of type IIb, Le., ((xn + x’-‘rP1) ek, t) =O, 
k = 2, n - 1. Then there exist d, d ED such that ‘g = dgd’, X(d,d,) = 1 if 
and only $ there exist C, E Span(e, ,..., en-*), A E O(e, ,..., en-J, 
A,~Span(‘e,,..., te,-,) such that (l)n, =an’-‘S((xx’)-‘,A,A,)n-’ 
stabilizes t.(2) P = S( 1, A -‘, _C,) stabilizes n’(t). 
Proof: We shall divide the proof into a few lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. The existence of d,, d, E 0 s.t. dgd’ = ‘g is equivalent o the 
existence of -u _u’ EL and n,, n; E Stab,(t) such that the following eight 
equations are satisfied: 
(a) O=x”_uTn,ne,, 
(b) 0= -x’-‘_uTn,ne,-, + ~(-~‘,_~‘)x’*_uTn,ne, + x’e,n’n;@’ - 
fuTn,nKn’n’,_u’, 
(c) 0=x -’ ‘e,_,n’b;rc’, 
(d) x’-l te2n-1 a = x’ &Tn,ne, ‘_u’T + x ‘e,n’n; - ‘_uTn,nKn’n; -
ix-‘(g_~)‘e,-,n’n;, 
(e) xan’-le,p, = x’plnlnenpl - f(y’,_~‘)x’n,ne, + n,nKn’n;g + 
x ~ ‘_u ‘en ~, n’n’,_u’, 
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(0 x’fe,_,n-la=x~’ te,p,n’n;, 
(g) x-‘an’-‘e2 = x’n,ne2, 
(h) an ‘-‘Kn-‘a= -x’n,ne, t~‘T+nlnKn’n;+x-l_u’e,_,n’n;. 
Proof of Lemma 1. 
where e2 ,..., e -, are written as the n - 2 coordinate vectors in L and 
K= 
We have 
x tezn’ 0 
nKn’ ~‘-‘ne,~ 1 
x-’ ‘e n-1 n’ 0 
and thus 
X ‘+le2n-’ 0 
n’-‘Kn-’ xnp’e,pl 
x”e,-,n-’ 0 
and thus 
‘g= cg-‘& = xplan’-‘e, an’+‘Kn-‘a xan’-‘e,_ 1 
i 
0 X ‘-l ‘w-‘a 0 
0 x’ te,p,n-la 0 
Every u E U is determined by I( EL as follows: 
1-‘_uT 
u= Z 
Every m, E M, is of the form k, for n, E Stab,,,,(t). An element de D is of 
the form d = m, u = u’m; for some m, , rn; E M, and u, u’ E U. Thus a typical 
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element of the form dgd’ is of the form uii, gfi; U’ for some u Y’ EL and 
n,, n; E Stab,{,, t. Multiplications of matrices give us 
I 
-x’ ‘_uTn,ne, x’ ‘_uTn,ne, ‘_u’T Z 
+ x ‘e,n’n; 
- ‘_uTn,nKn’n’, 
‘x~‘(_u_~) te,pln’n; -2 
x’n 1 ne, -x’n,ne, ‘_u’T X ‘+‘n,ne,- 1 
+ n,nKn’n; - j(y’, 14’) x’n 1 ne2 
+ x-$4 te,p,n’n; + n,nKn’n;rc’ 
+ ~~$4 te,-,n’n;lc’ 
-X PI ‘en- ,n’n;_u 
0 X -’ te,- In’n; 
z= -x ‘-I ‘_uTn,ne,-, + $(u’, u’) x’ kTn,ne, 
+ x ‘e,n’n;g’- ‘_uTn,nn’n$’ 
- tx-‘(u _u) ‘e, ~, n’n&‘. 
dgd’ = 
! 
‘g = dgd’ iff all the bl oc k s are equal so the lemma follows. 1 
LEMMA 2. n, E Stab(t) satisfies (g) if and only if there exist 
A E We3 ,..., e - 2), and A, ~Span(e,,..., en-2) such that n’an,n= 
wxx’)-‘3 4 Al). 
n’, E Stab(t) satisfies (f) if and only if there exist BE O(e3,...,e,- 2) and 
B, E Span(e,,..., e,_,) such that n’anin = S((xx’)-‘, B, B,). 
ProojI Taking the transpose on two sides of (f) gives the following 
equivalent form of (f) : 
We use Te*=e,-,, ‘n-‘T= Tn and ‘aT= Ta and get 
x’Tane, =x-‘Trzp1n’-‘e2. 
Since T is nonsingular we get the following equivalent form of (f): 
x’ane2 = x n, -1 r-lnr-1 e2. 
We change sides and use a2 = Id to get 
xnez = an;-‘x’+‘n’-‘e2. 
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Since n; stabilizes 1 it stabilizes (t)’ and thus it commutes with a and we 
get the following equivalent form of(f) 
(n’an;) e, = (xx’)-’ e,. 
So, n; satisfies (f) or equivalently the last equation if and only if there 
exist B E O(e, ,..., e n_ 2). and B, E Span(e, ,..., e _ *) such that n’an’, n = 
S((xx’)- ‘7 4 B, ). 
It is immediate that (g) is equivalent to 
(n’an,n) e2 = (xx’)-’ e2. 
It is in O(e, ,..., e -,, T) so it is of the form S((xx’))‘, A, A,) for 
A E O(e,,..., e, ~ z ) and A, E Span(e, ,..., ene2). 
LEMMA 3. Given n, and n; in Stab(t) such that n’anln= 
S((xx’)-‘, A, A,) and n’an;n=S((xx’)-‘, B,B,). Then n,,n’, _u and Y’ 
satisfy (a)-(e) if and only if 
‘_u=(-x’-’ t~lT+b’e,-,)n-ln~‘T 
_u’ = n ;-‘n’-‘( -x’p’A-lA, + a’e2), 
where xa’-xx’+1b=x’~2’BlTA-‘~,. 
Proof: Any _u, _u’ E Span(e,,..., e,- 2) can be written in the form 
t,=(b”e,+‘_b+b fe,-,)n-ln;‘T, 
where b E Span(e, ,..., e ~ 2) and b, b’ E k 
_U~=n;-‘n’--’ (a’e,+_a+ae+,), 
where p E Span(e, ,..., e _ *) and a, a’ E k. 
(a) is satisfied if and only if 6’ = 0, 
(c) is satisfied if and only if a = 0, 
(b) is satisfied if and only if -x’ - ‘b + xa’ - ‘~LZ = 0, 
(d) + (a) is quivalent to 
‘e,(n’ni an) ~’ =xx’ ‘e,-xx’ f_uTn,nK-~x’x-‘(_u,_u) te,p,. 
We assume that n’nian = S((xx’)-‘, B, J?,) so 
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So (d) + (a) is satisfied if and only if 
--xl ‘_uTn,nK= ‘B, T and x’(_U,-U)=x’-‘(&,BJ. 
Substituting the above form of ‘,Y we get that (d) + (a) is satisfied if and 
only if 
--xl ‘_b=‘B,T and x’(b,b)=.c’@,,BJ. 
Thus (d) + (a) is satisfied if and only if ‘_b = -x’ - ’ ‘B, T. Similarly 
(e) + (c) is satisfied if and only if _a = -x’-‘A-~A~. 
When we sum up the above results we get the lemma. 1 
LEMMA 4. n,,n;, _u,_u’ satisfy (a)-(h) if and only if there exist A E 
We 3 T---Y ene2) and AI, B, E Span(e,,..., e,-,) such that n’unln =s((xx’)-‘, 
A,~,),n’cm~n=S((xx’)~‘,A-‘,~,),‘_u=(-~’~”~,T+b’e,_,)n~‘n~~T, 
_~‘=n~~~n’~‘(a’e,--x’+‘A~~~,) where xa’-x f-lb=x’-2 ‘B TA-‘A -1 - 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 2, n,, n; satisfy (f) and (g) if and only if there exist 
A, BE O(e,,..., ene2) and AI, B, E Span(e, ,..., en-*) such that n’cvz,n= 
S((xx’))‘, A, A,) and n’an; =S((xx’)-‘, B,, B,). By Lemma 3 these n,, n;, 
_u and g’ satisfy (a)-(e) if and only if ‘_u= -x’-r fgIT+bfe,p,, 
g’=ae,-x’plAplA,, where xa’-x’-1b=x’+2’B,TAp’A,. 
Assume n,, n;, uy_u’ satisfy (a)-(g). 
- - 
We shall look for extra conditions on n,, n;, -u, _u’ to satisfy (h), too. 
Using (f) and (g), (h) is equivalent to 
K= (n’an, n) K(n’n;un) + x’n’cr_u ‘e,-, - xp1e2 ‘_u’Tcm. 
Since n,, n;, --) _u u’ satisfy (ak(e) we get by Lemma 3 that (h) is equivalent 
to 
K=(n’an,n)K(n’n~c~n)+x’(n’an,n)(be~-x’-’B,) 
x ‘enp,-x ~ ‘e,(a’ te, _ 1 - x ‘+I ‘A, TA)(n’n;an). 
Since n,, n; satisfy (f), (g) we get by Lemma 2 that (h) is equivalent to 
K=S((xx’)-’ A, A,) KS((xx’)-‘, B, B,) 
+~‘S((XX’)~‘, A,A,)(be2-x’~1B,)‘e,~I 
- x’e,(a’ ‘e,_. 1 -x’-’ ’ A, TA) S(W-‘, B, B,). 
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We multiply matrices and get that (h) is equivalent to 
i 
0 -(xx’)-’ tA, TAB -(xx’)-’ ‘A, TAB, 
K= 0 AB Ml 
0 0 0 
0 0 x-lb + (xx’)-’ ‘A’ TAB, 
-AB, 
0 
or 
K= 
/ 0 +(xx’)-’ ‘A, TAB -~‘a’+ (xx’)-’ ‘AlTAB, 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 +x-‘b-x’a’+(xx’)-“ A,TA& 
0 AB 0 
0 0 0 
So (h) is satisfied if and only if AB= Z and X-‘6-~‘a’= 
-(xx’)-’ ‘A, TAB’. The last equation is a scalar multiplication of the 
equation in the lemma. If we sum up all the results we get the lemma. 1 
Proof of the Proposition 3. Assume that the first condition of 
the proposition is satisfied. By Lemma 1 there exist n,, n” E Stab,(t) 
and _u, _u’ E L such that (a)-(h) are satisfied. By Lemma 4 there 
exist A E O(e,,..., e n-2), rl,, B, E Span(e3,..., enp2) such that 
n’cw’n = S((xx’)-‘, A, A,). n’ctn;n = S((xx’)-‘, A-‘, B,). Thus 
n, =an’-‘S((xx’)-‘, A, A’)n-’ stabilizes t and claim 1 is satisfied. 
Denote S, = S( (xx’) ~ ‘, A, 4 1 ). S, = S( (xx’) ~ ‘, A ~ ‘, B, ). Then n’m, = 
S’n-’ and n’ctn; =S,n-‘. n,(t)=n;(t)= t and a(t)= -t. So S,(n-l(t))= 
-n’(t) and S,(n-l(t)) = -n’(t). So S,S;‘(n’(t)) = n’(t). S,S;’ = 
S(l, A-‘, (xx’)-’ (-Ae2A1+Bl)). Let Q,=(xx’)-‘(-A-‘A,+B,); then 
S( 1, A P2, _C,) stabilizes n’(t) and claim 2 is satisfied. 
Assume the second condition of the theorem is satisfied. Let 
n, =an’-‘S((xx’)-‘, A, A,) n-l. Let nl, = an’-lPn’an,. Then n’t~n~n = 
S((xx’)-’ A, A,) and n’cm;n = Pn’an’n = PS((x’)-‘, A, A,)= S((xx)‘+‘, 
A-‘, Ap2A’ +xx’_C,). Denote ~,=A-2~1+~~‘_CI. Let _U= 
‘((-x’-’ t B,T+b’e,~,)n~1n~1T),y=n~-1n’-1(-x’-1A-1~,+a’e2) for 
a’ and b that satisfy xu’ - x’-‘b = x’-~ ‘B, TA&. For every b there is an a’ 
that satisfies this equation. 
By Lemma 4, n,, nl,, g(, B’ satisfy (ak(h). 
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By Lemma 1 there exist d, d’ E D such that ‘g = d, gd,. Furthermore 
d=ufi,, d’=fi;u. Thus X(d,d,)=det ii,t,b(Wf)det r?;J/(?JTf) = det(n,n;) 
I)((u + _u’) Tt) = det(an’-‘Wan:) $((-u + y’) 72) = det P(det nl)’ 
$((-u+-u’)Tt) = detAp2(detA)* t,b((-u + _u’)Tt) = $((‘@+L’)T) = 
(-x’C,T - x ‘-l(‘AITA(An-‘(t) + n’(t)) + fe,-l(bn-l(t) + ah’(t)). 
Since there is some freedom of choice of a’ and b there are a’ and b that 
would give X(d, d2) = 1. 
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